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Disclaimer
 Please Note:
 All discussions and/or materials shared are for self
educational purposes only.
 No audio or video recording is permitted.
 This is an educational workshop and is not intended to
diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease.
 All attending this session are here by their own choice and
do not represent any agencies, either government agencies
or otherwise unless they have self identified to the
presenter.
 Anyone suffering from any disease, illness or injury should
consult with a trusted and certified physician.

Objectives
 Participants will be able to understand and list

helpful tips for using EP and essential oils with
children and teens.
 Essential oils – what are these? Understand the
basic principles of essential oils and energy
psychology working together to help children/teens.
 Learn at least 3 specific energy psychology practices
to calm, ground and balance the bio-energetic fields
of children and teens

Essential Oils
 What is an essential oil? - aromatic, volatile liquids made







up of light, small molecules which evaporate easily into a
gaseous form
Essential oils are pressed & distilled from all parts of plants
Plants depend on essential oils to grow, evolve, and adapt
to their surroundings, play an important role in defending
against insects, disease, and harsh environmental
conditions
Different from fatty oils (olive, coconut, sunflower, flax,
almond, etc.)
Ways to use essential oils: Inhalation and topically

Quality of Essential Oils matters
 Using essential oils, they enter through our nose & skin
 Essential oils that are cut, diluted, blended synthetically or






otherwise altered lack beneficial constituents for health
support for everyone, espec. our evolving children/teens
Every step with the plant is important starting with the
seed, cultivation, and distillation
Distillation time eg cypress
Testing: is each batch of essential oil tested for quality? On
site and 3rd party testing?
Is each finished bottle checked, sealed and labelled with
necessary information?

Energy Psychology (EP)
Three systems working together:
Meridians – the energy pathways
Chakras – the energy centres
Biofield around the body, sometimes called the aura
EDxTM Energy Diagnostic & Treatment Methods,
developed by Fred Gallo, PhD (aka Advanced Energy
Psychology™ – AEP)
- EFT Emotional Freedom Technique developed by Gary
Craig
- Energy Medicine by Donna Eden (Touch for Health
+more)






Combining EP and EO’s for our Children and
Teens
 Use either EP or EO’s on their own
 Combining creates a synergistic effect greater than

the individual tools on their own

Calming & the Body
 Infinity 8 Breathing
 Dragon Breath
 Taming the Dinosaur
 Sedating Triple

Warmer
 Hook Up
 Holding Positive
Points

Infinity 8 Breathing
 Use an essential oil
 Start by drawing an X in the







center of the paper
Go to the center of X & go  to
the left drawing the 1st circle
while taking in a big breath
Pause in the center and hold your
breath briefly
Next draw up  to the right
while exhaling slowly completing
another circle
Repeat this sequence frequently
at least 3 times daily while
practicing the slow, deep breaths

Dragon Breath to Release Stress
 Use an essential oil
 Stand with hands on

thighs & take a breath
 Take another breath &
swing hands up above
head & turn so palm are
facing you
 Think about what is
making you stressed or
upset & place in fists
 Swiftly bring hands  to
earth releasing your stress
with a shhhh sound –
Repeat as needed

Dragon Breath (cont’d)

 Can be used to release anxiety,







anger or negative thoughts
Helps kids to use their
imaginations to release the fire
of the negative energy
On the 3rd time do it slowly &
release all the “gunk” from
throat
Come back up Central Meridian
with
Mother earth loves to transform
the toxic energy

Taming the Dinosaur Brain/Sedating the
Triple Warmer Meridian
 Take a drop of essential oil







in the palm of your hand
Rub hands quickly to warm
them
Take 1 hand up beside
opposite ear & trace around
ear,  neck & arm & off of
hand. Repeat 3 times.
Then rub hands again &
repeat again 3 times on
opposite side of body
Remember to take deep
breaths & to notice how you
feel when finished!

Taming Dinosaur Brain (cont’d)
 The Triple Warmer Meridian is protective and

helps to trigger the adrenaline response because it
believes you are in danger
 Tracing this meridian backwards with your hand
helps to remove extra energy
 Your hand works like a magnet to pull extra
electromagnetic energy out of body
 This will help you feel more calm & relaxed which
then sends the signals to the brain that you are safe

Using Acupuncture Points to Sedate
Triple Warmer
 Use an essential oil
 Hold below rt. knee with

rt. hand & then hold
above rt. elbow with left
hand
 Hold this position for
several minutes
 Repeat this process on the
left knee and elbow for
several minutes
 Notice if you begin to feel
more calm & relaxed

Calming Triple Warmer
Reduces Stress & Anxiety
 This technique comes from Donna Eden who has





written the book, Energy Medicine
It is based on the Meridian System which Chinese
Medicine is based on
Our brain is designed to protect us when it senses
we are in danger (stress mode)
It doesn’t recognize the difference between our
thoughts & what we are really experiencing
Holding key energy points signals the brain to
relax & stop producing the stress chemicals

The Hook Up Calms the Emotional Brain
 Use an essential oil
 Cross feet at the ankles
 Hold hands out in front of

the body with thumbs
pointing 
 Lift one hand over the other
& clasp fingers together
 Bend elbows & bring hands
up onto chest
 Place tongue  against roof
of mouth when breathe in &
 when exhale

The Hook Ups Helps Us Feel Positive
 Crossing key energy points helps balance






energy so we feel calmer
Helps to release stress by shutting down the
flight/fight or freeze mechanism in the brain
We can get stuck in old reaction patterns of
Dinosaur Brain instead of thinking & choosing
responses
Emotional responses are triggered before
conscious thought even happens
Essential oils amplify this process

Holding Positive Points
 Use an essential oil
 Rub hands together

quickly to warm them
 Place them over the
neurovascular points to
bring blood flow back to
Thinking Brain
 When you focus on
anxious thoughts while
holding – it releases the
negative thoughts
 May need to hold for
several minutes to allow
the process to work

Positive Points Release Stress
 When any one is anxious, their body responds with






Fight, Flight or Freeze
When triggered the blood will drain out of the
Thinking Brain into lower areas of brain/body
Holding 2 Neurovascular Point on forehead helps
to bring blood flow back up to Thinking Brain
It also helps to release the worried thoughts so that
the brain can’t connect with them
When the Neurovascular Points are energized &
harmonized, then easier to think clearly
Essential oils amplify the process

Grounding Exercises
Essential oils for grounding and ways to use them, eg, feet,
neck
 Windshield Wipers
 Spoon on Bottom of Foot
 Toe and Heel Tapping
 Importance of walking barefoot on earth/Earthing mat
 Recognizing & Correcting Reversed polarity with Karate

Chop

Children Need to Get Connected
to Earth Energy

Importance of Grounded Energy
 Both the earth & the body has DC current. When 2 DC





currents are brought together, it creates a grounding
Grounding allows for positive flow of energy & information
between earth & body
Grounding allows the body to get rid of chaotic & unhealthy
frequencies from EMFs
The earth has a special frequency called the Schumann
Resonance
The more the body vibrates in harmony with the Schumann
Resonance, the better you feel

Ways to Help Children Get
Grounded to the Earth Energy

Using a Metal Spoon to Calm Kids
 Apply a drop of essential oil








to the bottom of each foot
Use a metal spoon to rub the
bottom of the child’s foot in
small circles
Rub in a counter clockwise
direction with a firm
pressure
The metal attracts the excess
electromagnetic energy pulling it out
This calms & relaxes the
child so they can fall asleep
better

Windshield Wipers for Calming
 Use an essential oil
 Start with heels about 4

inches apart
 Gently rotate the thighs
inward from your hips and
tap the big toes together like
windshield wipers
 When done in a slow
rhythmic way it helps to
balance energy between the
head & feet which relaxes
the body

Toe and Heal Tapping
 Apply a drop of essential oil to








the bottom of each foot
Tap the toe of the left foot the
heal of the right foot against
the floor at the same time
Take a breath and reverse the
toe and heel so it is opposite
while you exhale
Continue in a slow rhythmic
breathing pattern as you keep
reversing the foot positions
If your exhale is longer - it
calms the nervous system
even more

Protecting the Bio-Energy Field with Exercises
and Essential Oils
 Protection with the oils (demonstrate)
 Stabilizing the Auric Field with Exercises
 Soap Bubble Scrub/Dancing with Infinity 8’s
 Connecting Hearts/Filling up the love tank &

increasing joy
 Zip Up with Affirmation
 Brain Smoothies/3 Brain Switches
 Cross Crawls

Stabilizing the Energy Field with Exercises

Soap Bubble Scrub
 Use a drop of essential oil in the









palm of your hand, and rub your
palms together.
Our Aura is like a big bubble of
invisible energy around us
Pretend to lather some soap &
begin to scrub all around the
child’s energy field
It can be fun to do it in the
infinity 8 pattern weaving a
stronger aura as you cleanse it
After you are done scrubbing, ask
your child what color they want
to surround them
Tell them to picture that color as
you fluff up the energy field

Our Aura is Like a Protective Space Suit
 It is important to help our








children/teens learn about
their aura
Like the weather it constantly
changes depending on what
they are exposed to
EMFs & toxic emotions
weaken the auric field
You can brush out toxic
energy when kids come home
from school, and adding an
essential oil here helps
If the aura isn’t strong
enough, kids can get sick
more frequently

Protecting Your Energy Field
With the Zip Up
 Start with a drop of an essential







oil in the palm of your hand
Rub hands together & place at
pubic bone
Take a deep breath & pull both
hands upward to mouth & then
go out to the side
Say a positive message to
yourself as you go 
Take another breath & repeat
this process 3 x’s
When done, pretend to lock
energy in place at the chin

Connecting Hearts & Amplifying Joy
 Love is the only response

that eliminates fear!
 Filling up your child’s heart
tank with positive eye
contact & loving messages
lifts their spirits
 Apply a drop of an essential
oil over your heart, and
your child’s heart
 Drawing lots of giggly
hearts up the Central
Meridian is also helpful

Brain Smoothies
 Sometimes our brain







becomes scrambled
causing confusion
Use an essential oil, plus:
Rubbing under the
collarbone, other hand over
navel, connects left & right
hemispheres of the brain
Rubbing “Duck Lips”, other
hand over navel, connects
bottom to top energies
Holding the tail bone and
the navel connects back to
front energies

Cross Crawl in Four Directions
to Connect Energy
 Use an essential oil
 Front – touch hand to

opposite knee
 Back – hand reaches
behind to touch opposite
heel
 Side – one foot out to side
while opposite hand
stretches up
 Ski – hand forward while
opposite foot stretches
back

Activity helps Brain/Body Connections
 Doing the Cross Crawls in all 3 directions helps the

energy to flow from side to side, back to front &
bottom to top in brain & body = X
 When stressed, our energy can get stuck in
homolateral flow patterns = ll
 Stuck energy patterns creates stress & can lead to
health challenges
 The infinity 8 pattern is how energy flows within
every cell of our body

Some Recommended EO’s
 Lavender
 Peppermint
 Citrus oils, Lemon, Orange, Tangerine, Lime
 Frankincense
 Spruce, black spruce or blue spruce
 Cedarwood
 Sandalwood
 Any of the firs, Balsam Fir, White Fir, etc.
 Roman Chamomile
 Cypress, Blue Cypress
 Pine
 Rose
 Myrrh
 If using EO’s in combination, they may be layered, one on top of the other

Recommended Blends of EO’s
 Blend #1: Bergamot, Ylang Ylang, Geranium,

Lemon, Coriander, Tangerine, Jasmine, Roman
Chamomile, Palmarosa, Rose
 Blend #2: Copaiba, Lime, Cedarwood, Vanilla,
Ocotea, Lavender

Helpful Tips
 Oils for keeping kids healthy
 Ways to use them, eg, diffusing, breathing from your

palms and/or topically, eg, bottom of feet or palms
and sweep through the biofield, as we have been
doing with the exercises today
 Keeping kids healthy, strong and energetic

Evaluation Questions
 1. Name 3 helpful tips for combining

essential oils and Energy Psychology
 2.Name 3 Energy Psychology ways for
children and teens to enhance calming,
grounding and connecting
 3. What are 3 essential oils that positively
impact our children and teens?

Resource List























Compiled by Life Science Publishing (1-800-336-6308), Essential Oils Desk Reference, 7t h ed, U.S.A., November 2016
Dennison, Paul E. & Dennison, Gail E., Brain Gym: Simple Activities for Whole Brain Learning, Edu-Kinesthetics, Inc.
Publications, Ventura, CA, 1986
Eden, Donna, Energy Medicine, Balance Your Body’s Energies for Optimum Health, Joy & Vitality, Jeremy
Tarcher/Putnam, New York, N.Y, 1998
Gallo, Fred, Energy Tapping for Trauma: How to Eliminate Trauma and Painful Memories Using the New Science of
Energy Psychology, New Harbinger Publications, 2007
Gallo, Fred & Vincenzi, H., Energy Tapping (2n d edition), New Harbinger Publications, 2008
Mein, Carolyn L., Releasing Emotional Patterns with Essential Oils, 6t h edition,
VisionWare Press, Rancho Santa Fe, 2005.
Promislow, Sharon, Making the Brain Body Connection, Kinetic Publishing Corp, West Vancouver, B.C., 1998
Young, D. Gary, Essential Oils Integrative Medical Guide, Life Science Publishing, U.S.A., 2003
Yordy, Jan, Be the Boss of Your Feelings: Emotional Freedom Techniques for Kids, published by Jan Yordy, 2007/2015
Yordy, Jan, Be the Boss of Your Thoughts! A Guide to Reduce Anxiety and Lower Stress in Kids, published by Jan
Yordy, 2013

Contact Information
 For any additional information, comments or questions, please

contact us at any time.

 Arlene Anisman, M.Ed., R.P., CCA, DCEP
 416-766-8261 arlene@web.net www.arleneanisman.com

www.arlenesessentialoils.com www.ONtarioTraumaNetwork.ca
 Jan Yordy, M.Ed., M.S.W., CACPT Play Therapist
 519-747-7747 yordy@energyconnectiontherapies.com
www.energyconnectiontherapies.com
 Thank you for being here!
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